REMOTE DIRECTING
Keeping your creativity aligned

As the demand for ambitious and
technically challenging content
intensifies, ensuring your creative
and technical partners are aligned
on creative vision at every stage of
the production is more essential
than ever.
In today’s production environment,
many of the editorial and post team
members cannot be physically
present on-set. Keeping the
director connected to the editor
and post supervisor from set is
critical to ensure the production
workflow is reducing pickup shots
an incorporating second unit
shots in to the review cycle.

REMOTE DIRECTION IN ACTION

EMPOWERING DIRECTORS
TO COLLABORATE REMOTELY,
SEAMLESSLY
ClearView Flex is a light touch, remote
collaboration product with rock solid
video quality available on any device.
Offering an easy-to-use, cost-effective
solution to the conundrum of how to
‘review from anywhere’, ClearView
recreates the ‘over the shoulder’
experience of working together on set
or in the editing suite.

BE IN TWO PLACES AT ONCE
WITHOUT LOSING TIME
When running simultaneous shoots,
you can review the second unit’s
footage when your first unit takes a
break in their shooting schedule. That
way, you’re maintaining consistency
between units without interrupting
the shoot itself. Even more
importantly, you’re not risking losing
a full day of shooting on your end by
waiting for traditional dailies footage
to come through at the end of the day.

Award-winning director Chris
Strong specialises in live-action,
with extensive experience of
both location- and studio-based
filming. The pandemic forced
Strong to switch to directing
remotely – something that took
some adjusting to, and a lot of
communication and planning.

“On set it’s far easier to
convey to an actor certain
subtle nuances you may
need to achieve from their
performance – getting that
across remotely is a challenge,
but with ClearView Flex
from Sohonet it is made
far more achievable. The
smoothness and ease of use
makes it an ideal production
tool for such times when
you are unable to attend a
grade or shoot in person.”
Chris Strong, Director

MEET THE CLEARVIEW FAMILY
Solving your real-time directing challenges

Sohonet’s ClearView range gives
you the freedom to meet the
diverse collaboration challenges
at every stage of your productions.
Whether you’re making decisions
where quality is paramount, or
you need the flexibility to review
content from any device, anywhere,
ClearView has you covered.

Remote Directing

CLEARVIEW PIVOT:
MULTI-POINT REAL-TIME
REMOTE REVIEW

CLEARVIEW FLEX:
REAL-TIME REMOTE REVIEW
ANYWHERE

For remote content review sessions
that just work, choose ClearView
Pivot. It’s a real-time, high-quality
remote collaboration tool with added
flexibility to pivot endpoints at the
click of a button.

For truly flexible remote review,
ClearView Flex enables real-time
creative collaboration on editing,
VFX and content production. Enjoy
the best quality viewing experience
from any location, on any device.

> 4K HDR with 12-bit colour depth
and 4:4:4 chroma sampling
> 5.1 surround sound and
512kbps bit-rate
> Real-time streaming with
ultra-low latency
> Delivered over the uncontended
Sohonet Media Network
> Connect multiple endpoints
using a simple web interface

> Stream via any network connection
> Access on phone, tablet, Mac/PC
or Apple TV
> 10-bit colour depth (4:2:2)
> 5.1 surround sound
> End-to-end encryption and
studio-grade security
> Work quickly and effectively
with that ‘over-the-shoulder’
review experience
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CLEARVIEW GLOW:
REAL-TIME REMOTE REVIEW IN HDR
ClearView Flex has expanded with
Glow – offering new HDR streaming
capabilities in real-time with
ultra-low latency.
> Rendering the Rec. 2020 or P3
colour spaces giving you much
wider colour gamut to work with
> HDR/SDR content of up to 2k DCI
& 1080 resolution
> 10-bit 4:2:2/4:4:4 colour capture
and increased bit rates
> Multi-device support delivering
HDR to iPad, iPhone, Apple TV
(coming soon)
> Built-in security including
encrypted video streaming, session
burn-ins, and secure invite links
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TALK TO US ABOUT REAL-TIME
REMOTE CONTENT COLLABORATION
AND REVIEW
Sohonet ClearView gives storytellers
the freedom to connect, collaborate
and create together, in real time, with
ultra-low latency.

Get in touch to request
your demo and free trial.

